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An experiment in form and content, its aim is to be a guide and map of some of the 
opportuniti es to develop more open and networked practi ces while navigati ng the 
potenti al downsides of social media, including perceived loss of privacy and amplifi cati on 
of disadvantage and abuse. It is an excellent and accessible starti ng point for, as well as 
route to, a deeper understanding and a more sophisti cated use of social media.

    —Prof. Shân Wareing, Deputy Vice-Chancellor, London South Bank University 

How does social media aff ect working life in Higher Educa� on? How are universi� es 
harnessing its power to aid student learning? This innova� ve collec� on brings together 
academics and those working in professional services to examine these ques� ons and 
more. The diverse and expert contributors analyse the many ways social media can 
be used to enhance teaching and learning, research, professional prac� ce, leadership, 
networking and career development. The impact of social media is evaluated cri� cally, 
with an eye both to the benefi ts and the problems of using these new forms of digital 
communica� on. 

This is the fi rst volume to give such detailed a� en� on to this area of high interest. Its 
innova� ve approach extends to its crea� on, with contributors found via their presence on 
Twi� er. The short and impac� ul chapters are accessible while retaining an academic focus 
through their applica� on of relevant learning theories and educa� onal context. 

Social Media and Higher Educati on is essen� al reading for any professional working in 
higher educa� on, including lecturers teaching educa� on courses. It is also signifi cant for 
researchers looking at more recent developments in the fi eld and what it means to work 
in a modern higher educa� on environment.

As with all Open Book publica� ons, this en� re book is available to read for free on the 
publisher’s website. Printed and digital edi� ons, together with supplementary digital 
material, can also be found at  www.openbookpublishers.com

Cover image: Photo by Francisco Gomes on Unsplash at htt ps://unsplash.com/photos/
kktq8zzmPEo. Cover design: Anna Gatti  
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2. Social Media in  
Higher Education – The Podcast

Chris Rowell

After all the authors had contributed their chapters, I interviewed them 
and asked them questions about what they had written. Each of the 
following podcasts gives further information about where they work, 
the types of jobs that they do and the way they use social media:

Professional Practice

Developing a professional online presence and effective network:

DELcast #8
Interview with Sue Beckingham
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.24

Re-engineered CPD and modelled use of cloud tools and social media 
by academic developers:

DELcast #9
Interview with Martin Compton
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.25

© Chris Rowell, CC BY 4.0  https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.02
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Teaching and Learning
Exploring the use of social media in the higher education classroom:

DELcast #18
Interview with Alex Avramenko
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.26

The use of social media tools and their applications for creative students:

DELcast #13
Interview with Serena Gossain
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.27

Cambridge Analytica, Facebook, and understanding social media beyond 
the screen:

DELcast #12
Interview with Zoe Sujon
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.28

Leadership
Leadership and social media:

DELcast #7
Interview with Julie Hall
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.29

Leadership and social media — challenges and opportunities:

DELcast #4
Interview with Lanclos and Phipps
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.30

https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.26
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.27
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.28
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Building Networks
Creating a sense of belonging and connectedness for the student arrival 
experience in a School of Arts and Humanities:

DELcast #16
Interview with Rachel Challen
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.31

Joint reflections on Twitter, phenomenography and learning friendships:

DELcast #17
Interview with Chrissi and Margy
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.32

Innovation
Expertise in your ears — why you should jump on the podcasting 
bandwagon:

DELcast #1
Interview with Dave Musson
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.33

Etiquette for the Anthropocene:

DELcast #14
Interview with Jane Norris
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.34

Ten days of Twitter:

DELcast #2
Interview with Mark Warnes
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.35

https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.31
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.32
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Learning to Twalk — an analysis of a new learning environment:

DELcast #11
Interview with Andrew Middleton
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.36

Academics’ understanding of learning spaces: attitudes, practices and 
outcomes explored through the use of social media:

DELcast #3
Interview with Santanu Vasant
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.37

The Personal Journey
Somewhere in between — my experience of Twitter as a tool for 
continuous personal development:

DELcast #6
Interview with Andy Horton
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.38

The ‘healthy academic’, social media, and a personal and professional 
journey:

DELcast #5
Interview with Neil Withnell
https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0162.39
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